
Hot Mulled Maple-Apple Cider

September 30th is National Hot Mulled Cider Day

 Ingredients

 - 4 Whole Cinnamon Sticks
 - 4 Whole Cloves
 - 8 Whole All Spice Berries
 - Orange Peel from 1 Orange ( try not to get the white part of the orange...just the peeling)
 - Lemon Peel from 1 Lemon (try not to get the white part of the lemon...just the peeling)
 - 1 Cup Pure Maple Syrup
 - 6 Cup Unfiltered Apple Juice
  We like juicing the apples because it make the cider a nice pulpy quality but you can use 
  store bought apple juice or apple cider
 - 1/2 Cup Dark Rum ( optional for adults only...but highly recommended)
 - Star Anise (optional )

We’ve been making this apple cider recipe for years now, and have loved the addition of the maple syrup.
The smell of this brewing in your house is almost....almost....better than the taste!

Instructions

Place Orange Peel, Lemon Peel, Cloves, All Spice Berries, Cinnamon Sticks in a medium saucepan.
Pour in Pure Maple Syrup and your apple juice.
Bring mixture to a boil. Be sure to stir often.
Reduce the heat to low and simmer for 30 minutes.
Remove from heat ( add the Dark Rum now ) and serve hot in your favorite mugs*
Garnish each cup with a Star Anise and Cinnamon Stick if you’d like

* If you have the time and really want to be creative and impress your guests, serve in hollowed out apples!
Here’s how we hollow out our apples ( plus you can use the apple in your mixture for more apple flavor )
 - Cut off just a tiny bit off the bottom of your apples to make a flat surface.
 - Cut off about an inch off the top of the apples.
 - Hollow out each apple (we find that a melon baller works the best )
 - If you do these ahead, rub a little lemon juice on the apples to keep from getting brown.
 - Fill the apples with your mixture and wait for the compliments!

mmmmmmm....it’s soooooo good!


